
Next week in Animal Behaviour

Final test in Jeffrey 126/128 on Friday Dec. 2

worth 20% (tests 1 & 2 worth 15% each)

15 / 15 / 20             25 / 25
T1 / T2 / T3 T2 / T3

whichever
is better

OR

Next week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 34: Cognition

Lecture 35: Human behaviour

Final test in Jeffrey 126/128 on Friday Dec. 2

LAB: last chance for help with Project 2

raw data due by Friday Dec. 9 at 5 pm

report due Friday Dec. 9 at 12 midnight

This week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 33: Play, Personality

Textbook: chapters 14, 15, 17

Online discussion Nov. 17: The macaque mind

“An animal may be said to be at work when the stimulus to 
activity is some lack, and it may be said to be at play when 
the stimulus is sheer plenitude of vitality.”

Schiller, 1795

A poet on play

Friedrich Schiller
1759-1805



Play occurs in the wild Defining play

Behaviour that:
• appears to be purposeless
• is voluntary and spontaneous (i.e. rewarding)
• involves motor patterns from other contexts that are 
used in a spatially and/or temporally modified form
• is performed repeatedly
• is only performed in a relaxed context (Burghardt 2005)

Defining play

object play

social play

locomotor play

Who plays?

Bonobos use “play face” as a signal.



Chimpanzee play Who plays?

Chimpanzee play changes with age in a way that is 
similar to the development of play in human children.

• solitary play is more common in motor independent 
infants relative to older juveniles

• individuals have preferences for specific play partners

• the complexity of social play increases with age

• “play face” is used more frequently in social play vs. 
solitary play (i.e., interactive function)

Paper wasp life cycle

fall

spring

summerwinter

queens initiate
colonial nests

reproductive wasps 
emerge and mate;

future queens leave

future queens
form aggregations

hibernation in 
aggregations

Wasps exhibit play-like behaviour

Dominance behaviours in paper wasps:

• ritualized dominance behaviour (RDB): raising head above 
head of subordinate wasp, beating antennae, biting, licking

• trophallaxis (TRP): offering of regurgitated liquid droplets

• attack (ATT):  lunging, biting, mounting, chasing



Wasps exhibit play-like behaviour

In fall aggregations, wasps 
show increased RDB despite 
lack of reproductive 
competition.

No purpose?

There are several problems with the definition of play as 
“apparently purposeless” behaviour:
• observers may fail to recognize purpose

• benefits of play may only be evident long after play has ended

• there may be more than one purpose/benefit to play, and they 
may be difficult to demonstrate

Better criteria?
• incomplete functionality

• immediate function not apparent

Proposed functions of play

• practice for later activities (e.g., hunting)

• modify development of neural networks

• modify development of muscles

• assess self (e.g., physical abilities, social status)

• practice social interactions

• form social bonds

• learn about intentions of others

Play in young ground squirrels

Belding’s ground squirrel spend the first 4 weeks of life 
inside their burrow. Upon emergence, juvenile ground 
squirrels play frequently:

• rate of playing highest during first 2 weeks outside

• playing almost absent after 3 weeks

• play rates influenced by food supply



Defining squirrel play

An ethogram for juvenile ground squirrels (Nunes et al. 2004).

Playing for agility

• juveniles who played more had 
better motor skills

• no influence of nonsocial play on 
motor skills

Paying to play? Environmental factors to blame?



No correlation between populations Play and chimpanzee mortality

A daycare effect?

Social contact during play 
facilitates disease outbreaks 
among young Taï forest 
chimpanzees.

Summary

1. Play is widespread in the animal kingdom, but it can be 
difficult to define.

• the study of natural play behaviour is a relatively new area 
of active research

2. Play can be divided into three categories (object, locomotor, 
social). A number of functions have been proposed for each one.

• the adaptive benefits of play can be difficult to 
demonstrate, especially since they might not be immediately 
apparent (i.e., they might be delayed until later in life)

• these play categories and their proposed benefits are not 
mutually exclusive

3. Play behaviour is also potentially costly.



Individual animals are different Defining animal personality

Personality trait: consistent, long-term differences 
between individuals in a behavioural phenotype that are 
generalizable across contexts

e.g. boldness, aggressiveness, sociability, activity...

• these traits are sometimes referred to using the terms 
temperament, coping style, or behavioural syndrome

Example: exploratory
behaviour in young male
great tits

Is it a personality trait?

Criteria:
• individuals tested are from the same group/population
• they are the same age and in the same condition/state
• they are tested at the same time in the same context
• differences between individuals are repeatable over time
• differences are generalizable to other contexts (i.e., scores are 
correlated across different situations or tests)

Example: paradise fish
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Is it a personality trait?

Example: great tits (Verbeek et al. 1994)
• wild male great tits were collected as 12 day-old nestlings 
and raised in lab under identical conditions
• individual males’ approach times for different novel objects 
(e.g., battery, rubber toy) were correlated
• approach time for novel objects was correlated with time 
spent foraging at a familiar location on an artificial tree 
• test scores changed with age, yet individual scores at 
different ages were correlated



Producer/scrounger personalities

Example: in barnacle geese, 
boldness is a personality trait 
shown to be repeatable over 
time. Shy geese are more likely 
to use a scrounging strategy 
when foraging.

bold       shy
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How are personalities maintained?

Personality differences can be heritable, and they can 
potentially have fitness consequences.

How is this heritable variation maintained?

It could simply be noise around the optimal (adaptive) 
population mean, OR it could be maintained by:

How are personalities maintained?

Personality differences can be heritable, and they can 
potentially have fitness consequences.

How is this heritable variation maintained?

It could simply be noise around the optimal (adaptive) 
population mean, OR it could be maintained by:

• negative frequency-dependent selection

• fluctuating selection (either in space or time)

• trade-offs between current and future reproduction

• a cost to flexibility

Personality is widespread

Personality has been demonstrated in fish, salamanders, 
lizards, birds, rodents, mink, sheep, pigs, large cats, 
wolves, hyenas, dolphins, primates...

These traits have been widely studied in certain species 
(e.g., trends in papers published on personality in dogs).



Even invertebrates have it
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What can we learn from it?

Personality and conservation

Invasive species are not a random 
subset of the available species in 
the world.

Example: invasive delicate skink 
(A) is bolder and more exploratory 
than the closely-related, 
noninvasive garden skink (B). 

The invasion of the bold...



Behaviour is an important factor 
in the success of invasive 
species.

Examples: signal crayfish in 
Europe and Asia, mosquitofish 
in Australia

An invasion syndrome? Personality and welfare

Summary

1. Personality refers to consistent, long-term, generalizable 
differences in behavioural phenotypes among individuals.

• These differences must exist within a population and/or 
species in order to refer to something as a personality trait.

2. Such individual differences are a common feature among 
animals, including invertebrates.
3. The study of animal personality traits can help us understand:

• the proximate mechanisms underlying individual behaviour 
differences, both in animals and humans
• the evolution of these mechanisms
• the maintenance of adaptive phenotypic variation

4. Research on animal personality has implications for 
conservation, in addition to animal health, welfare and 
management.


